Abstract. We present the first worst-case linear time algorithm that directly computes the parameterized suffix and LCP arrays for constant sized alphabets. Previous algorithms either required quadratic time or the parameterized suffix tree to be built first. More formally, for a string over static alphabet Σ and parameterized alphabet Π, our algorithm runs in O(nπ) time and O(n) words of space, where π is the number of distinct symbols of Π in the string.
Introduction
Parameterized pattern matching is one of the well studied "non-standard" pattern matching problems which was initiated by Baker [1] , in an application to find duplicated code where variable names may be renamed. In the parameterized matching problem, we consider strings over an alphabet partitioned into two sets: the parameterized alphabet Π and the static alphabet Σ. Two strings x, y ∈ (Π ∪ Σ) * of length n are said to parameterized match (p-match), if one can be obtained from the other with a bijective mapping over symbols of Π, i.e., there exists a bijection φ : Π → Π such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, For example, if Π = {x, y, z} and Σ = {A, B, C}, strings xxAzxByzBCzy and yyAxyBzxBCxz p-match, since we can choose φ(x) = y, φ(y) = z, and φ(z) = x, while strings xyAzzByxBCz and yyAzxByxBCy do not p-match, since there is no such bijection on Π. As parameterized matching captures the "structure" of the string, it has also been extended to RNA structural matching [16] .
Baker introduced the so-called prev encoding of a p-string which maps each symbol of the p-string that is in Π to the distance to its previous occurrence (or 0 if it is the first occurrence), and showed that two p-strings p-match if and only if their prev encodings are equivalent. For example, the prev encodings for pstrings xxAzxByzBCzy and yyAxyBzxBCxz are both (0, 1, A, 0, 3, B, 0, 4, B, C, 3, 5).
Thus, the parameterized matching problem amounts to efficiently comparing the prev encodings of the p-strings.
Using the prev encoding allows for the development of data structures that mimic those of standard strings. The central difficulty, in contrast with standard strings, is in coping with the following property of prev encodings; a substring of a prev encoding is not necessarily equivalent to the prev encoding of the corresponding substring.
Nevertheless, several data structures and algorithms have so far successfully been developed. Baker proposed the parameterized suffix tree (PST), an analogue of the suffix tree for standard strings [17] , and showed that for a string of length n, it could be built in O(n|Π|) time and O(n) words of space [2] . Using the PST for T , all occurrences of a substring in T which parameterized match a given pattern P can be computed in O(|P |(log(|Π| + |Σ|)) + occ) time, where occ is the number of occurrences of the pattern in the text. Kosaruju [15] further improved the running time of construction to O(n log(|Π| + |Σ|)). Furthermore, Shibuya [16] proposed an on-line algorithm for constructing the PST that runs in the same time bounds.
Deguchi et al. [5] proposed the parameterized suffix array (PSA). Given the PST of a string, the PSA can be constructed in linear time, but as in the case for standard strings, the direct construction of PSAs has been a topic of interest.j Deguchi et al. [5] showed a linear time algorithm for the special case of |Π| = 2 and Σ = ∅. I et al. [11] proposed a lightweight and practically efficient algorithm for larger Π, but the worst-case time was still quadratic in n. Beal and Adjeroh [4] proposed an algorithm based on arithmetic coding that runs in O(n) time on average. Furthermore, they claimed a worst-case running time of o(n 2 ). However, the proved upperbound is O(n 2 ( log(n−log 1+ε n) log 1+ε n )) for a very small ε > 0 (Corollary 27 of [4] ), so it is only slightly better than quadratic.
In this paper, we break the worst-case quadratic time barrier considerably, and present the first worst-case linear time algorithm for constructing the parameterized suffix and LCP arrays of a given p-string, when the number of distinct parameterized symbols in the string is constant. Namely, our algorithm runs in O(nπ) time and O(n) words of space, where π is the number of distinct symbols of Π in the string.
Several other indices for parameterized pattern matching have been proposed. Diptarama et al. [6] and Fujisato et al. [8] proposed the parameterized position heaps (PPH), an analogue of the position heap for standard strings [7] , and showed that it could be built in O(n log(|Σ|+|Π|)) time and O(n) words of space. Using the PPH for T , all occurrences of a substring in T which parameterized match a given pattern P can be computed in O(|P |(|Π| + log(|Π| + |Σ|)) + occ) time, where occ is the number of occurrences of the pattern in the text. Parameterized BWT's have been proposed in [10] . Also, paramterized text index with one wildcard was proposed in [9] .
Preliminaries
For any set A of symbols, A * denotes the set of strings over the alphabet A. Let |x| denote the length of a string x. The empty string is denoted by ε. For any string w ∈ A * , if w = xyz for some (possibly empty) x, y, z ∈ A * , x, y, z are respectively called a prefix, substring, suffix of w. When x, y, z = w, they are respectively called a proper prefix, substring, and suffix of w. For any integer 1 ≤ i ≤ |x|, x[i] denotes the ith symbol in x, and for any 1
. Let ≺ denote a total order on A, as well as the lexicographic order it induces. For two strings x, y ∈ A * , x ≺ y if and only if x is a proper prefix of y, or there is some position 1
Let Π and Σ denote disjoint sets of symbols. Π is called the parameterized alphabet, and Σ is called the static alphabet. A string in (Π ∪ Σ)
* is sometimes called a p-string. Two p-strings x, y ∈ (Π ∪ Σ)
* of equal length are said to parameterized match, denoted x ≈ y, if there exists a bijection φ :
The prev encoding of a p-string x of length n is the string prev (x) over the alphabet Σ ∪ {0, . . . , n − 1} defined as follows:
For example, if Π = {s, t, u}, Σ = {A} and p-string x = ssuAAstuAst, then prev (x) = (0, 1, 0, A, A, 4, 0, 5, A, 4, 4). Baker showed that x ≈ y if and only if prev (x) = prev (y) [3] . We assume that Π and Σ are disjoint integer alphabets, where Π = {0, . . . , n c1 } for some constant c 1 ≥ 1 and Σ = {n c1 + 1, . . . , n c2 } for some constant c 2 ≥ 1. This way, we can distinguish whether a symbol of a given prev encoding belongs to Σ or not. Also, given p-string x of length n, we can compute prev(x) in O(n) time and space, by sorting the pairs (x[i], i) using radix sort, followed by a simple scan of the result.
The following are the data structures that we consider in this paper. The difficulty when dealing with the prev encoding of suffixes of a string, is that they are not necessarily the suffixes of the prev encoding of the string. It is important to notice however, that, given the prev encoding prev (x) of the whole string x, any value specific of the prev encoding of an arbitrary suffix of x can be retrieved in constant time, i.e., for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − i + 1, 
Algorithms
In this section we describe our algorithms for constructing the parameterized suffix and LCP arrays. First, we mention a simple observation below. From the definition of prev (x), we have that prev (x)[i] = 0 for some position i if and only if i is the first occurrence of symbol x[i] ∈ Π. Therefore, the following observation can be made.
Observation 1 For any p-string x, the prev encoding prev (x ) of any substring x of x contains at most π positions that are 0's, where π is the number of distinct symbols of Π in x.
PSA Construction
Based on this observation, we can see that the prev encoding of each suffix x[i..n] can be partitioned into z i + 1 ≤ π + 1 blocks, where z i is the number of 0's in prev (x[i..n]), and the jth block is the substring of prev (x[i..n]) that ends at the jth 0 in prev (x[i..n]) for j = 1, . . . , z i , and the (possibly empty) remaining suffix for j = z i + 1. For technical reasons, we will append 0 to the last block as well. That is, we can write
where, B i,j denotes the jth block of prev (x[i.
.n]). Furthermore, for each j, let B j denote the set of all jth blocks for all i = 1, . . . , n, and let C i,j denote the lexicographic rank of B i,j in B j . Finally, let C i denote the string over the alphabet {1, . . . , n} obtained by renaming each block B i,j of the string prev (x[i.
.n])0 with its lexicographic rank C i,j . More formally,
Proof. Notice that 0 is the smallest symbol in the two strings, so
Also notice that since any block must end with a 0, if two blocks are not identical, it holds that one cannot be a prefix of the other. Thus, if B i1,1 · · · B i1,zi 1 +1 ≺ B i2,1 · · · B i2,zi 2 +1 , this implies that there is some block k such that B i1,j = B i2,j , for all 1 ≤ j < k, and B i1,k ≺ B i2,k , where
From Lemma 1, the problem of lexicographically sorting the set of strings {prev (x[1..n]), . . . , prev (x[n..n])} reduces to the problem of lexicographically sorting the set of strings {C 1 , . . . , C n }. The latter can be done in O(nπ) time using radix sort, since the strings are over the alphabet {1, . . . , n} and the total length of the strings is at most nπ.
What remains is to to compute C i,j for all i, j in the same time bound. A problem is that the total length of all B i,j is Θ(n 2 ), so we cannot afford to naively process all of them.
Denote by b i,j and e i,j the beginning and end positions of B i,j with respect to their (global) position in x. Note that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have b i,1 = i, and b i,j = e i,j−1 + 1 for all 2 ≤ j ≤ z i + 1. Our algorithm depends on the following simple yet crucial lemma. 
Since there is no previous occurrence of
The situation is depicted in Fig. 2 . .n]), except that (1) the first block B i−1,1 disappears, and (2) the block B i−1,j is split into two blocks, corresponding to B i,j −1 and B i,j . Therefore, the first case of the claim is satisfied for 1 ≤ j ≤ j , since b i,j = b i−1,j+1 = e i−1,j + 1 for any 1 ≤ j < j . Also, we can see that the second case of the claim is satisfied for j ≤ j ≤ z i , since B i,j is a suffix of B i−1,j , and B i,j = B i−1,j for j < j ≤ z i .
Finally, the case when such k does not exist can be considered to be included above by simply assuming we are looking at a prefix of a longer string and k > |x|, j > z i , since the prev encoding is preserved for prefixes, i.e., the prev encoding of a prefix of any p-string y is equivalent to the corresponding prefix of the prev encoding of y. Thus, the lemma holds.
Lemma 2 implies that if we fix some j, we can represent B i,j for all i, as suffixes (in the standard sense) of strings of total length O(n). Corollary 1. For any j, there exists a set of strings S j with total length n + 1 over the alphabet Σ ∪ {0, . . . , n − 1} such that B i,j is a suffix of some string in S j for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. ..e i,j ] are disjoint, the total length of strings in S j is at most n + 1 (including the 0 appended to B i,zi+1 ). On the other hand, if B i,j satisfies the second case is, it is a suffix of an already included string.
Thus, computing C i,j for all i can be done by computing the generalized suffix array for the set S j . This can be done in O(n) time given S j [13, 14, 12] and thus, for all j, the total is O(nπ) time. Proof. We compute a forward encoding of x, analogous to the prev encoding, defined as follows
This is done once, and can be computed in O(n) time. Next, for any fixed j, we show how to compute the set S j in linear time. This is done by using fwd and Lemma 2. We can first scan prev (x) to obtain B 1,j . Suppose for some i ≥ 2, we know the beginning and end positions b i−1,j , e i−1,j of B i−1,j . Notice that when
Based on this value, we know that if k < b i−1,j , then B i,j = B i−1,j and if b i−1,j ≤ k ≤ e i−1,j B i,j is a suffix of B i−1,j , which corresponds to the second case of Lemma 2. When k > e i−1,j , this corresponds to the first case of Lemma 2, so we scan prev (x[i..n]) starting from position corresponding to the global position b i,j = e i−1,j + 1 (i.e., e i−1,j − i in prev (x[i..n])) until we find the first 0, which gives us B i,j which we include in S j . Since we only scan each position once, the total time for computing S j is O(n).
The time complexity follows from arguments for sorting C j based on radix sort. Since, for a single step of the radix sort, we only require the values C i,j for a fixed j and all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and from Corollary 1, the space complexity is O(n).
pLCP Construction
Given PSA, we can construct pLCP as follows in O(nπ) time and O(n) space. We recompute S j for j = 1, . . . , π, and each time process it for LCE queries, so that the longest common prefix between B i1,j and B i2,j for some 1 ≤ i 1 , i 2 ≤ n can be computed in constant time. This can be done in time linear in the total length of S j , so in O(nπ) total time for all j. We compute the longest common prefix between each adjacent suffix in PSA block by block. Since each block takes constant time, and there are O(π) blocks for each suffix, the total is O(nπ) time for all entries of the pLCP array. The space complexity is O(n) since, as for the case of PSA construction, we only process the jth block at each step.
